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Reading list: general reading (14 items)

Some ideas for reading selectively and quickly (1 items)

Initially don't be afraid to skim through a book or article very quickly. This is often the best
way to pick up the gist of a piece of work. However, you do need to have a question to be
answered in mind for this to work effectively.

 

·        Think about what objectives you have for this particular reading.

·        Decide what are the 4 most essential ideas in the piece of reading.

·        Argue in your mind with some of the ideas contained in the papers.

·        Look for underlying assumptions.

·        Look for alternative explanations for results.

·        Compare with other authors.

·        Look for flaws in the research design.

·        Compare the ideas with your own ideas based on your own experience.

·        Think how the ideas relate to other ideas from your reading or from other modules.

 

Don't forget that the most recent research and ideas will be in journals. Newspapers and
on-line newspaper web sites, such as the Times Educational Supplement, are good places
to go to pick up current issues and debates that can then be followed up through reference
to the research journals. It is not a good idea to rely on journalism alone, no matter how
proficient. You need to use a range of sources and be able to show that your arguments
are based on evidence. 

Good starter articles/chapters (2 items)

Rethinking the "toxicity" debate: the vitality of contemporary childhood. - Alexander, P.,
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/1FE81ACF-E29C-3F2F-0A66-36B3424964CB
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2007
Article  | Essential

Is this a good time to be young? - 2007
Article  | Essential

Books (11 items)

Childhood Culture and Innocence - Bragg, S., Kehily, M-J, Montgomery, H.
Chapter  | Recommended

After the death of childhood: growing up in the age of electronic media - Buckingham,
David, 2000

Book  | Recommended

Early childhood care and education: international perspectives - Edward C. Melhuish,
Konstantinos Petrogiannis, 2006

Book  | Recommended

Global childhoods: issues and debates - Kate Cregan, Denise Cuthbert, 2014
Book  | Recommended

Reclaiming childhood: freedom and play in an age of fear - Helene Guldberg, 2009
Book  | Recommended

Key issues in childhood and youth studies - Derek Kassem, Lisa Murphy, Elizabeth Taylor,
2010

Book  | Essential

The study skills handbook - Stella Cottrell, 2019
Book  | Recommended

A good childhood: searching for values in a competitive age - Layard, P. R. G., Dunn, Judy,
2009

Book  | Recommended

The developing child in the 21st century: a global perspective on child development -
Sandra Smidt, 2013

Book  | Recommended

A universal child? - Roger S. Smith, 2010
Book  | Recommended

Childhood and youth studies - Paula Zwozdiak-Myers, MyiLibrary, 2007
Book  | Recommended

Journals (6 items)

Child development
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/AB97EC81-D514-1682-AFFD-5C33331F9F81
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/2B583687-2FBC-9D9B-452C-9B77577395DD
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/5352E9C5-9EB2-5CF8-4B31-A4023B782C07
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/92a624b0-0537-4ff1-ad18-13881c3fbe01
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/749F227B-AFA7-1371-2EA9-2C1F8107721E
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/55C4B23F-23F4-3AD2-80E1-73E47AE6398F
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/81CA8422-FC4E-9D27-CBDE-60AAA0FE7F6D
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/05189db9-5904-49d8-aaf1-a0efbcba8fc3
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/A4E54416-CEC8-FD82-9174-6243A6831021
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/C76C4EA4-9FD0-0AC3-4878-8C8A035E3394
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/48CFF895-7B02-4FE0-7727-1E08413363E6
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/CCA9F186-1E0A-D283-B1C0-4873F618D4F3
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/34E4FB21-4260-B165-7D2C-D6D2B7D4F0C2
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Journal

Education Review
Journal  | Essential

Childhoods today
Journal

Childhood
Journal

Children and society
Journal

Gender and Education
Journal  | Essential | Volume 18 Number 5

Websites (6 items)

The Children's Society
Website

The Department for Education
Website

National Children's Bureau
Website

National Education Trust
Website

UNESCO
Website

UNICEF
Website
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http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/c925b6f3-48ab-4e9e-935e-e185a794098b
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/248EC58C-462B-6818-EFB2-8C2D9E064D81
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/BD700B92-1A9A-21E0-59CA-B2239732513F
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/F10A83A8-4CC4-73A6-4953-27FD32C9C174
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/193C40BD-5201-17FF-56F3-CDB0722DC3B2
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/93409ED0-5D60-8F02-80A7-EA453CAD785F
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/682383AC-54D5-28DB-55F4-28AF138CE5F3
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/E72B0296-455E-6DBF-FF87-2B07ADB28FCF
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/C2D232DF-54F3-CF2C-B0A8-B45D9E1CAB02
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/6A34E084-BF1A-36E5-378D-983873242929
http://resourcelists.brookes.ac.uk/items/A3E2F33A-128B-8140-F917-CBF73F1FF159

